
Measurement of Hydrogen

GTR 15: Annex 8 - Appendix 7
Fuel consumption measurement of compressed hydrogen fuel cell hybrid vehicles

Fuel consumption shall be measured using the gravimetric method in accordance with paragraph 2. of this 
appendix.
At the request of the manufacturer and with approval of the responsible authority, fuel consumption may be 
measured using either the pressure method or the flow method. In this case, the manufacturer shall provide 
technical evidence that the method yields equivalent results.

 Nowadays use of Flow meter method for CS (NOVC) is allowed (if equivalency is proofed)



Question: Can the flow meter method also be used for CD (if accurency prooved)?

Flowmeter devices are calibrated under stationary conditions. Under these conditions very accurate devices are on 
the market available nowadays.
Example of a device used for certification:

Is the use of Flow meter method during CD less accurate as during CS?

Deviation in %



Question: Can the Flow meter method also be used for CD (if accurency prooved)
Is the use of Flow meter method during CD less accurate as during CS?

H2 consumption
Vehicle speed

n-1 n n+1 (CS condition)

Fuel cell behaviour during CD is similar as during CS but,
 Dynamic is less than during CS because power peaks are compensated by the REESS. Less dynamic leads to higher 

accuracy
 The absolute fuel consumption during CD is on a lower level than during CS (CD consumption is about 50% less 

compared to CS Consumption). This or even a higher change is not of significance for the accuracy of flow meter 
device (see slide before).

Less dynamic during CD as during CS 
 higher accuracy

Change of mass flow   kg/s2



Conclusion: Flow meter method under CD condition is more acuate than under CS 
condition. No need to modify Annex 8 - Appendix 7. It also fits for OVC – FCHEV.
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